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AN ANALYSIS OF HIGH ACCIDENT RATES
INTRODUCTION
With the advent of the automobile as a mode of transportation
late in the nineteenth century, a new phenomenon, the motor vehicle
accident, appeared on the American scene c While the motor vehicle was
in its early stages of development, the problem was not seriouso How-
ever, as the volume of cars on the highways increased, the number of
accidents increased also; and the problem began to assume greater and
greater proportions.. Today many million accidents occur each year,
resulting in nearly 40,000 deaths and costing the American economy
more than four billion dollarso
Three elements contribute to automobile accidents j the driver
«
the vehicle, and the highway* Quite obviously, the highway engineer does
hot have complete control over the first two elements since drive?
characteristics are the result of individ-.nl characteristics and may be
subject to change by education and enforc9ment, and vehicle character-
istics are primarily controlled by the automotive industry and public
desire* The highways, however, are the responsibility of the members
of the highway engineering profession, and it is also the responsibility
of this group to make them as safe as possible for all drivers. In view
of the ever increasing number of accidents on American highways, the
highway engineer has many opportunities to contribute to safer highways,,
The year 1956, with the passage of the Interstate Highway Act,
produced a concerted effort to build safety into highways; but the 41,000
milee. comprising the Interstate Highway System is only slightly more
than one per cent of all roads in the United Stateso Even after this
vast system of superhighways is built, a large percentage of the re-
maining highways will be below acceptable standards. Because, in all
probability, there will never be enough money to reconstruct all roads
to modern standards j it is up to the highway engineer to make existing
highways as safe as possible under prevailing conditions..
However, present highways cannot be made safer in the most
efficient manner until more information concerning accidents has been
compiled and analysedo At present, most states keep very" complete
filee of accident reports, but very littls has been done in utilizing
these reports in accident analyses of sections of highway. This is at
least partially due to the fact that accident reports are often inaccurate
and incomplete as to location, type of accident, avid prevailing conditions
at the time of the accidents
The role that highway elements play in contributing to accidents
is, at the present time, relatively unknown. Many investigations have
been performed in the past attempting to correlate accident rate with
such factors as the number of intersections and driveways, horizontal
and vertical curvature, road and shoulder width, traffic volume, capacity,
structures, number of lanes, grades, and commercial and residential develop-
ment along the highways.
In general, however, the results of these investigations have
been inconclusive, and, in some instances, contradictory. Some results
of accident studies have indicated, however, that correlation of accidents
with some elements of the highway at specific locations is very good and
that a study of accident records can indicate this correlation. As a
result, this study of high-accident highways in Indiana was begun*
In this study, all sections of highway investigated were two-
land highways in rural areas* Two-lane rural highways were selected
because a large percentage of the highways in Indiana have only two
lanes and probably will remain two-lane highways for many years to
come and, as a result, the greatest need for research is on this types
of facility.* Rural highways were selected for this first study because
of the relative homogeneity of conditions affecting accidents on thess
roads
o
Selection of Test Roads
In the selection of test roads, three criteria were utilized;
(1) each of the test road section should be of sufficient length to
present several different subsection accident rates; (2) the overall
accident rate on each test road section should be above the average
accident rate in Indiana; and (3) the test roads should be located
throughout the state in order to present a variety of conditions.
Ten rural sections were selected and are shown on a map of
Indiana in Figure lo They are, with the listing nunber corresponding
to the number on the figure, as follows?
(1) State Road 25 = Lafayette to Delphi
(2) U. S. Highway 31 - Miami County
(3) U. So Highway 2k - Burnetsville to Peru
(4) State Road 37 - Monroe County
(5) State Road 37 - Indianapolis to Johnson - Morgan County
Line
Figure 1. Th« Ten Test Sections
(6) State Road 37 - Morgan Couity
(7) State Road 9 - Anderson to Madison-Grant County Line
(8) State Road 67 - Delaware County
(9) U. S. Highway 36 - Hendricks County
(10) State Road 6? - Morgan County
Each section was then subdivided into subsections of convenient
length, usually one mile. In general, the subsections were numbered by
direction from the major town or city en bhe section with the terrain
points of each subsection lialf-way between integer miles from the city
limits^ This division was used because most accident reports gave the
location of an accident as an integer number of miles from the city
limits of the major town or city within the county in which the accident
occurredo
Collection of Data
It was next necessary to locate as accurately as possible the
various major highway elements which might be a factor in accidents
,
such as private and commercial driveways, intersections, structures.,
and railrcad crossings. This information was used in the data analysis,
and it also helped to locate many accident 3 quite closely since a
majority of accident reports not only gave the mileage to the nearest
city but also gave a distance from some feature such as an intersection
or a structure in the immediate vicinity.. A Streetor-Araet Travel Time
and Distance Recorder was used in this location phase of the research.
After the highway features on all ten test sections were
located and recorded in the proper subsections, the recording of
accidents was begun. When this study was Initiated, it was planned
that the accidents would be recorded according to the type of friction
which caused each accident; i. ?«., intersectional, marginal, medial,
or internal stream friction. However, it was found that the accident
descriptions on most of the reports were vague and inconsistent, and
the data resulting from such a procedure was very doubtful as to its
accuracy.
An approach was used, therefore, which gave reasonably
accurate and useable results. The accidents were classified according
to the highway features at which they occurred. The classifications
used in this study were; (l) accidents occurring at intersection
j
(2) accidents occurring at structures j (3) accidents occurring at
railroad crossings; and (4) other accidents. Structures included
all major and minor bridges but not culvertso
All accidents which occurred in the two-year period from
January 1, 1956 P to December 31 s 1957. were recorded according to this
classification and, as accurately as possible, by subsection.
Traffic volumes- for the ten test sections w*»re obtained from
the 1957 Traffic Flow Me.p of Indiana pxiblishod by the State Highway
Department of Indiana.
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Since the purpose of this study was to determine causes and
possible methods for reducing accident rates on specific sections of
highway^ some method had to be found which would emphasize those sub-
sections having accidents due to assignable causes. It was first
planned to utilize correlation and regression in locating assignable
causes; but, as the study progressed, another method of analysis was
used which presented much better results.. That method was statistical
quality control.
Statistical quality control has been used for many years in
American industry to gauge the performance of men and machineo. Control
charts with appropriate control limits give a good indication of
variation due to random error alon<» and variation due to assignable
causes. Therefore, it seemed logical that if quality control could
gauge the performance of machines , it might also be vised to gauge the
performance of highways.. The idpa of using quality control is accident
analyses is not entirely new as several applications of this technique
in r°c°nt years have been reported in the literature with promising
resuit 80
In specific terms, the quality control type of accident
analysis is as follows: A section of highway divided into subsections,
and the accidents on each subsection are compiled. The accidents are
converted to some standard unit of measure and plotted en a control
chart. The appropriate upper control limits are computed and also
plotted, and those subsections whieh are out of control are investigated
further for assignable causes • If this method is applied to several
sections of highway, as it vxas in this study, it remains substantially
the same with one exception; the sections are tested first to ascertain
whether or not they are in controlo All sections in control are tested using
the overall average value, and any section out of control is tested
separately using its own average value.
It is important to note that even though a very large major-
ity of the subsections will be in control, this does not necessarily
indicate that there are not present on these segments assignable
causes which contribute to accidents- This iB especially true for
this study because only high-accident highways were considered for
analysiso
When the above procedure was applied to this study, one
problem immediately arose What would be a logical standard unit of
measure for the four types of accidents? For accidents occurring at
intersections, structures, and railroad crossings, the answer wa3
relatively simple o Since all of these types occurred at single points,
they could be converted to an element of risk:
Number of Accidents of a Glass for a
period of time
Element of Risk -
Total Traffic Volume on Road for the
same period
Because the subsections used in this study were generally
one mile or less in length, no more than one structure, intersection,
or railroad crossing ustially occurred in each subsection. In the
very few subsections where more than one of any of these features
occurred, each intersection, structure or railroad crossing was
analysed separately if the subsection wa3 out of control.
An additional refinement to the element of risk for inter-
sections and railroad crossings could be made by including in some
manner the traffic volumes on cross roads for intersection analysis
and the number of trains per day for railroad crossing analysis.
These refinements were not incorporated in this study because of the
non-availability of traffic volumes on cross roads and of comprehensive
information on train movements.
For other accidents, the problem was somewhat different.
Since these included accidents due to horizontal and vertical
8
curvature, private and commercial driveways, insufficient pavement and
shoulder width, congestion, and other factors, it was reasoned that,
in general, they might be more or iesB uniformly distributed through-
out each subsection. Therefore, the question of subsection lpngth
arose because, in all probability, accident occurrence on a subsection
two miles in length would b° greater than on a subspction one half mile
long if similar conditions were present on both subsections « To
account for this s it was decided to use vehicle mile3 travelled on
the subsections rather than vehicles in the denominator of the element
of risk equation:
Number of Accidents of a Class for a
period of time
Element of Risk a . — —
Total Vehicle Mies Travelled on Road
for the same period.
With standard units of measure for accidpnts determined,
only one problem remained, that of finding a standard »xprpssion for
the control limits of the various sections and subspctions. In order
to find the solution, it was necessary to refer again to quality
control as used in industry.
When dealing with fraction defectives, a mean and standard
deviation can be computed for the binomial distribution; and, although
the distribution may be quite skewed, there itfill be, by chance causes
alone, very few points outside the band between the mean minus three
standard deviations and the mean plus three standard deviations.
Kence, having set such limits, the statistician has a bard of normal
variability for the statistical measure of interest.






CLj, * p - 3 si
Miere p^ « the element of risk on any subsection
p » the average element of risk on any section
or series of sections
a^ » the number of accidents on any subsection
n^ * the number of vehicles or vehicles-miles on
any subsection, the unit of measure depending
on the type of accident being analysed
s- « the estimate of the standard deviation of any
subsection
CLj^ the control limits for p. on any subsection
"Elements of risk x*ere computed for each section and each
subsection for each class of accidents at intersections , at structures,
at railroad crossings or at other locations. The analysis of the ten
sections revealed that only one of the sections — SR 37 from
Indianapolis to the Johnson-Morgan County Line for intersection
accidents - was out of control. This indicates that there is a strong
possibility that accidents are occurring at intersections on this section
10
of 'highway for sceej reason other than chance alone o A detailed study
of ell intersections of this entire road section would be desirable.
All other sections of highway and types of accident war©
found to be in control - in other words the numbers and types of acei~
dsjits occurring on these sections of sei?era3. miles in length alight be
due to chance alone and no assignable cause of accidents is indicated
for an entire section©
The subsections of eaeh. section of highway were neafc / analysed
fOP accidents at intersections^ at structures, at rail crossings*, and at
other locations hj the control chart technique (&©e Figure 2)» Th&p
•salua used in each case was the average element of risk for a class
of accidents for all subsections of all test sections of highway^ except
that;, intersection accidents on out-of-control SR 37 just discussed were
essluded© The control liaaits, were then computed for each subsection
aad the results plotted on control charts for each section*, The
suaiber of accidents was also plotted for each subsection* If the plotted
po'ix&t was below the upper control limit the subsection was in control©
If the point xvas aboife the control lisiit* the subsection was out of control*,
or in other words there was a good probability that accidents were occurring
£& this subsection because &£ seas aasi^iable cause in the subsections
Sueh analysis retried the following:
a) for accidents at intersections, 15 out of 188 subsections
were out of ecntrol
b) for accidents at structures,, 6 out of 73 subsections were
out of control
c) for accidents at rail crossings^ 1 out of 10 subsections
was out of central




Search for Assignable Causes
After the out-of-control subsections iver© located by visual
inspection of the control charts, it was necsssary to reappraise the
accidents on those subsections in an attempt to find assignable causes^
Again utilising the accident reports for the yoars 1956 and
195-7$ collision diagrams ware made for all intersections, structures,
railroad crossings^ and other locations of accidents within the out-of-
eontrol subsections
«
From this final accident analysis, it was possible at a num-
hejpof the locations to isolate features which caused or contributed
to the occurrence of accidents <> All out-of-control locations were also
investigated in the field to find what ocndiiions existed which war®
hazardous to motorists^ and what remedial Erasures could be taken to
reduce the accidents at those locations
»
The search for assignable causes was very profitable* Assign-
able causes of accidents were found en 66 percent of the out-of-control
subsections, and no assignable cause could be found on only X& percent
of the out~of~>ecntrol subsections Fiv© examples are given in the follow-
ing paragraphs to illustrate the effectiveness of this analysis technique
in the location of assignable causes for accidents*.
Figure 2 shews a portion of the control chart for accidents
at intersections for SR 25 from Lafayette to Delphic Two subsections
are out of control - subsections 5S and 1&S
The intersection in Subsection 5E is the intersection of SR 25
and SR 225 about 5 E&les northeast of Lafayette. Figure 3 is a collision
diagram of all accidents at that intersection* Mete that of ten accidents
at this location, eight were rear end collisions with vehicles waiting
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Figure 2„ Portion of "ontrol Chart for Occidents at Inters tctj ns
on Test Section I 1 1 25)
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revealed the fact that this intersection is not readily visible to
traffic approaching the waiting vehicles beesuse of alignment and
grades near this inte rsection The reconniendation at this site was
to iastall a "Side Road" sign west of the intersection and to construct
a refuge lane for vehicles wishing to turn lefto
The intersection in the other out-cf-control subsection (14E)
is the intersection of SR 25 and US 421 at the southeast edge of Delphi,,
The collision diagram for this intersection is shown in Figure 4
The flat angle of divergence which must be used by vehicles
wish&sg to turn left from SR 25 to US 421 resulted in head-on collisions
(two accidents) idth vehicles coming from Delphi and rear-end collisions
with vehicles travelling east en SR 25 (five accidents) The re-
eonaneadation here was to construct a channelized T intersection which
would include a refuge lane for the left turning vehicles «>
A portion of the control chart for intersections for SR 67 in
Morgan County is shown in Figurs 5» Subsection IK is one of two
which is out-of-controlo The intersection in this subsection is the
intersection of SR 67 and SR 39 north of Martinsville
o
The collision diagram of this intersection is shown in Figura 6o
Eight of the ten accidents are similar, and occurred because of lack
©f visibility south of this intersection coupled with a vary iR~
conspicuous warning sign of the intersection „ The recommendation vas
mads to install an oversiae tf$ide Road" sign south of the intersection
and €b construct a refuge lane for the left turning vehicles.
The control chart for accidents at structures on SR 259 Lafayette
to Delphi,, is shown in Figure 7e One subsection (IE) is cut-of-control
Figure 4« Collision Diagram at the Intersection in Subsection 14^ of Test
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Figure 5» Portion of Control Chart for Accidents at Intersections on
Test Section 10 (SR 67)
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figure 6. Collision "Diagram at the Intersection in Subsection IN of
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Figure 7» Portion of Control Chart for Accidents at Structures
on Test Section 1 (SR 25)
13
The structure is the new bridge over Wildcat Creek just north of Lafayette
<
It is of ©5<cellent width and observation would lead one to conclude that
elements at this structure are very safeo
The collision diagram (Plgure 8) indicates, however* that the
nearness of the side road at one end of the bridge is resulting in
rear-end collisions between vehicles turning left and others travelling
south from Lafayette » Six cue car accidents have also occurred at
the bridge which involved vehicles travelling north* and closer in-
vestigation revealed that these letter accidents occurred when the
temperature was very near the freezing point* Heeonsaendatio&s in»
eludetl quick deic&ng maintenance on the bridge and warning signs of
the side roado
A portion of the control chart for accidents at structures
on US 24 from the White^Gass County Line to Peru is shorn ia Figure 9o
Subseciticn $S is out-of-controle The structure In this subsection is
the overpass separating US 24 and the Wabash H&ilrcado All 11 accidents
occurred at the structure « The eJEtreieely narrow width of this structure
coupled with bad horizontal and vertical curvature west of the structure
are sasdoubtedly the causes* Reconstruction and relocation are the solu-
tions here, but. a speed soning of US 24 in this vicinity was recommended
for the present t>
These are only a few ©.samples of the results found in this
study, but they do she*,* that here is a statistical tool that is useful
ixi lecatlog accident-prone highway locations « They also indicate
that assignable causes subject to elimination can be found rapidly
and efficiently at irany of the high accident locaticaso
Figure 8. Collision Diagram of the Structure in Subsection IE of Test
Section 1 (Bridge over Wildcat Creek on 3r 25)
— 4
Figure 8. Collision Diagram of the Structure in Subsection IE of Test
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Figure 9. Portion of Control Chart for Accidents at Structures on
Test Section 3 (US 24)
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